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TEASER

FADE IN:

EXT. BANK, LUDSLEY CITY CENTRE - DAY

It’s a warm summer day. The city centre is busy with the 
hustle and bustle of daily life. People rushing between jobs, 
rushing between shops. Families together. 

We find our protagonist JACK ALLEN, 5’10” and slightly chubby 
man with light brown hair, stood in line at the ATM for his 
bank. 

He’s third in line, in front of him is a middle-aged man, 
behind him a business woman. An old lady is using the 
machine. She’s taking her time and very slowly trying to 
understand and come to grips with this strange technology. 
People in the line are patiently waiting, to a point, their 
impatience showing through their body language. 

JACK stands around not really focussing on line in front of 
him. He instead looks around at his surroundings, trying to 
find something to take his interest.

The old woman finally figures out how to use the device, her 
card comes out followed by her withdrawal, as she grabs it a 
man runs by, he punches the lady in the face, takes the money 
and her purse and keeps running. JACK watches the man run 
away. A shocked crowd gathers. He keeps focussed for a short 
while, before deciding to chase after the man. He sprints 
after the man as he turns a corner into an alleyway.

EXT. ALLEYWAY, CITY - DAY

JACK runs around the corner and into a small alleyway with 
bins and black bags littered around, he’s suddenly wearing 
aviator sunglasses. He sees a dead end in front of him. He 
walks slowly down it towards the ROBBER who has backed up 
against the wall. The robber pulls a gun suddenly

ROBBER
Just let me go, I’ll do it, I swear

JACK takes a step forward and the ROBBER fires. JACK leans 
his head to the side, dodging the bullet in a matrix like 
fashion. He keeps walking as the bemused ROBBER continues to 
fire at him, missing every single shot. JACK stops and picks 
up a gun from the floor, he points it at the assailant. 



He fires the gun as he walks towards the man in slow motion. 
The ROBBER takes a bullet to the shoulder and stomach and 
goes down. JACK stands over the incapacitated man and aims 
the gun at his head. The ROBBER is stunned and in agony, he 
looks up at JACK. He makes quick panting and scared breathes

ROBBER (CONT’D)

Who are you? Why are you doing 
this?

JACK tips his sunglasses down and stares at the man over the 
frames. 

JACK
I’m Jack, and this is your dead end

JACK pulls the trigger in slow motion, the ROBBER in real 
time looks up at him and speaks in a woman’s voice

ROBBER
Excuse me sir

JACK stops reaching for the trigger, still in slow motion

ROBBER (CONT’D)
Sir!

JACK looks around him confused when suddenly he snaps back 
into reality

CUT TO:

EXT. BANK, CITY - DAY

JACK snaps back into reality stood in line for the ATM. It’s 
in fact a grey horrible Autumn day. The old woman can be seen 
in the distance walking away, the man in front of him has 
just finished and a queue has formed behind waiting for him 
to use the machine. The WOMAN behind JACK, using the same 
voice the robber in his day dream used, is trying to get his 
attention

WOMAN
Sir, either use the machine or get 
out of the way

JACK bumbles and thumbles his words as he walks towards the 
machine

JACK
Umm, I...uh, I...sorry

FADE OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. PARK BENCH, PARK - DAY

The park is quiet, a light breeze blows through, the leaves 
on the trees are starting to turn orange. A couple of people 
are walking through

JACK sits down on a park bench waiting for someone to arrive. 
He keeps periodically checking his phone. The time is 1:03PM.

He sits there alone, lunch-box on his lap, tapping it with 
his fingers. Waiting...

...And waiting

...And waiting

JACK checks his phone again, a minute has passed. He sighs 
and starts to type out a text:

“Hey Anna, are you on your way?”

Just as he’s about to hit send a voice calls out and 
distracts him from it.

ANNA (O.S.)
Hey stranger

JACK jumps out of his skin, surprised to have someone 
addressing him, he turns to see his girlfriend ANNA stood 
there, thin 5’5” with long brown hair and wearing a business 
suit.

She smiles at JACK who stumbles to find his words again.

JACK
I...uh...hi...

She walks towards him and sits on the bench next to him. She 
opens her bag and reaches for her lunch

JACK (CONT’D)
You’re late

ANNA stops and shoots JACK a glare, like she’s heard this 
before.

ANNA
I’m 5 minutes late, it’s not that 
big of a deal
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JACK continues tapping on his lunchbox, an awkward silence 
rises. ANNA continues her glare before shrugging and getting 
her lunch out of her bag

They eat in silence.

EXT. PARK - DAY

ANNA and JACK are walking through the park having finished 
their lunch. The leaves are cluttering the path as they begin 
to fall from the trees and crunch underneath their feet. Like 
orange snow in September. ANNA is telling a story, gesturing 
her arms as one would. JACK stares straight ahead, hands in 
his coat. His attention caught by a man walking toward

ANNA
...so then Sharon gets a conscience 
and decides to not go through with 
it, so that just leaves me holding 
the bloody thing. Just my luck 
right?

She looks up at JACK who is staring straight forward. 
Oblivious

ANNA (CONT’D)
Are you even listening to me?

A man walks past them. He nods as he does. Then he stops and 
turns back around. ANNA watches him. He leans over, smiling, 
eager to see the both of them. It’s HOWELL LEWIS, 6ft, Welsh, 
trim and wearing a coat and scarf. 

HOWELL
Jack Allen?

JACK turns to greet him, he waves, not saying a word. He 
turns to ANNA. Neither seem to recognise him

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Anna Smith?

They both stare at him confused. 

HOWELL (CONT’D)
It’s me, Howell Lewis

They’re both still confused.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
From Sixth Form? I was in your 
forensic psychology class remember?

Both are hard in thought. HOWELL sighs and whispers

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Fatty McJones
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ANNA and JACK’s eyes widen, they recognise this old nickname

ANNA AND JACK
Oooooooooh

ANNA
Fatty McJones.

She remembers the name fondly

ANNA (CONT’D)
Not so fat anymore though I see

HOWELL smiles, he replies in a jokey manner

HOWELL
Yeah, I lost all the weight a 
couple of years back. Decided to 
join the police, now I’m Detective 
Fatty McJones

JACK nods, face unchanging. 

ANNA
More like detective Fitty McJones

She laughs, HOWELL laughs along awkwardly. JACK’s eyes widen 
and he looks towards her without moving his head. Anna checks 
the time on her phone quickly

ANNA (CONT’D)
Oh god, I gotta go. Lunch hours 
nearly over. 

JACK turns to face her.

JACK
You still coming to this thing 
tomorrow?

ANNA shoots him a glare, confusing JACK. He looks at HOWELL 
confused about what exactly he done and then looks back at 
ANNA

ANNA
This thing?

JACK starts to fumble his words a little. Embarrassed and 
trying to correct the offense he’s unwittingly caused.

JACK
Well...you know what I mean...I’m 
not saying...it’s just a thing...

ANNA looks at HOWELL, who is awkwardly stood trying to ignore 
the conversation he’s entered into. She looks back at JACK
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ANNA 
Oh, so it’s not even a thing now? 
It’s not worthy of being called a 
thing by you?

JACK is confused and worried. He starts to fumble again.

JACK
No of course not. I just figured 
we’d both know what we were doing 
so I didn’t really need to 
elaborate...you know?

ANNA folds her arms in anger and starts to shake her head, 
JACK looks away from her and to HOWELL. Screaming for help 
his facial expressions. HOWELL shrugs in a “leave me out of 
it manner”

ANNA
So our third anniversary isn’t 
worth “elaborating”? With that 
attitude I don’t know if I will 
come to it now

JACK is confused and silent, ANNA avoids eye contact with him 
and stares into the distance in front of her. She huffs and 
then turns back around.

ANNA (CONT’D)
Apologize

JACK is confused again, he’s definitely sure none of this is 
intentional

JACK
For what?

ANNA
For being a bad boyfriend

JACK struggles to process the information but immediately 
caves

JACK
I’m sorry

ANNA
For?

JACK sighs

JACK
For being a bad boyfriend?

ANNA unfolds her arm.

ANNA
See, wasn’t so hard was it
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JACK, in a hue of confusion and shock doesn’t react. ANNA’s 
voice changes from accusatory to courteous as she turns to 
address HOWELL

ANNA (CONT’D)
Anyway, I have to go. It was nice 
seeing you again Detective Howell

HOWELL awkwardly nods and smiles. ANNA turns to JACK and 
leans into him, JACK tries to go for a kiss but ANNA moves 
her head aside and turns it into a hug instead. She releases 
her hug and shakes HOWELL’s hand and starts to walk away. She 
turns and shouts back to JACK.

ANNA (CONT’D)
What time was it again?

JACK
7, do you need me to pick you up?

ANNA 
No I’ll walk down

ANNA turns around and starts to walk away, JACK shouts after 
her

JACK
Remember, 7 o clock!

HOWELL and JACK stand in silence for a bit. Neither knowing 
what to say next.

JACK (CONT’D)
Do you think she heard me?

HOWELL shrugs

JACK (CONT’D)
Might text her just to be sure

JACK begins to text ANNA to remind her of the time and the 
address:

7PM, Friday, 12th February 2015, El 
Tigre Restaurant and bar

He hesitates before sending and adds an extra line to the 
message

7PM, Friday, 12th February 2015, El 
Tigre Restaurant and bar, Ludsley, 
United Kingdom

JACK looks at HOWELL and both nod at one another. They stand 
in silence still for a couple more seconds. Both sharing the 
occasional glance at the other and an awkward nod. HOWELL 
decides to save the moment and chime in.
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HOWELL
We should walk and talk, you wanna 
get some coffee? 

JACK thinks for a second before replying

JACK
I have to head home. I’m doing 
overtime all week, so I can have 
the weekend off to spend with Anna

HOWELL
Yeah, three years anniversary. 
That’s big man.

JACK nods 

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Weird, cos in Sixth Form she never 
seemed to be that interested in 
you. I always thought her and Ryan 
Fleesh would get together.

JACK stops nodding

HOWELL (CONT’D)
But you know, people change. 

JACK stares into the distance in silence

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Enough dedication and anyone can 
change

JACK stands in silence. He turns to HOWELL

JACK
It was...good seeing you 

HOWELL
And you, glad you’re well man

They shakes hands and HOWELL walks off. JACK watches him 
leave. HOWELL’s words resonating with him a little bit. He’s 
glum. JACK sighs and walks off out of the park in the 
opposite direction of HOWELL. He contemplates some things as 
he walks.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM, JACK’S FLAT - DAY

JACK walks into his flat to find the place a mess. The dishes 
are stacking up in the sink. Cups and glasses and pizza boxes 
litter the room. The living room and kitchen are connected to 
the same area with no wall separating them. 
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JACK steps towards the kitchen, noticing on the way that his 
flat-mate JORDAN is passed out on the sofa. He stops to stare 
for a second before sighing and moving over to the kitchen

INT. KITCHEN, JACK’S FLAT - DAY

JACK walks over to the sink and fills the kettle up with 
water, the whole time looking over his shoulder hoping JORDAN 
doesn’t wake up. He places it down and flicks the switch. He 
stops for a moment and closes his eyes as the kettle starts 
to boil up. 

JORDAN (O.S.)
There enough for me to have one 
mate? 

JACKS eyes shoot open the switch on the kettle clicks to 
indicate, he takes a deep breath, preparing himself to get 
into character and turns around to greet JORDAN, who is 
leaning on the counter that separates the living room and 
kitchen looking dishevelled and rough.

JACK
I don’t think there is

JORDAN seems disappointed. His voice is hoarse and he’s 
talking quietly

JORDAN
Can you stop it and put some more 
water in there?

JACK seems offended by this

JACK
It just finished boiling, I’d have 
to restart it

JORDAN puts on his best puppy dog eyes

JORDAN
Come on mate, just to help the 
hangover? Please?

JACK tries his best to stare JORDAN down, then just sighs and 
fills the kettle back up with more water and flicks it back 
on. JORDAN collapses back on the sofa

JACK stands waiting for the kettle to boil. He picks up a 
butter knife from the counter and starts twirling it around 
his fingers. He looks at the calender and stops twirling the 
knife and just holds it in his hand. On the calender for the 
week it simply says:

RENT DAY (JORDAN HAS TO PAY THIS 
MONTH)
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JACK takes a deep breath and addresses JORDAN

JACK
Rent day this week

JORDAN picks his head up

JORDAN
You sorted it?

JACK grips hard on the knife in his hand

JACK
I paid my half, you done yours?

JORDAN grits his teeth and pulls a face that JACK is very 
familiar with.

JACK (CONT’D)
I can’t afford to pay your half 
again

JORDAN takes offense to this

JORDAN
It’ll just be one more time mate, 
honest

JACK 
You’ve said that every month since 
we moved in here

JORDAN
Mate please, seriously, I’m trying 
my best to get the money.

JACK looks around the kitchen and living room at all the 
empty beer cans and takeaway food boxes and looks back up at 
JORDAN. 

JORDAN (CONT’D)
Do us a favour, come on man. We’re 
best friends remember?

JACK’s grips tightens on the knife. He considers his options 
and his response to JORDAN, just as he is about to say 
something the kettle finishes boiling, the sudden click 
making JACK jump, he drops the knife and loses his train of 
thought. JACK caves 

JACK
Fine, but next month you pay OK?

JORDAN
Yeah mate, I promise

JACK turns his attention to make a cup of tea for himself and 
JORDAN. 
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He puts JORDANS on the counter in front of him and starts to 
drink his. JORDAN shuffles his way back over to the counter 
from the sofa

JACK
I bumped into Howell Lewis earlier

JORDAN
Howell Lewis?

JACK
Fatty McJones, Welsh kid. We went 
to high school with him, I had a 
class with him in Sixth Form

JORDAN
That the kid who brought his mum’s 
bra into school and pretended it 
was his “girlfriends”?

JACK nods

JORDAN (CONT’D)
What’s that sad act doing nowadays?

JACK
He’s a detective

JORDAN
What, like a private investigator 
type?

JACK 
No, with the police.

JORDAN 
Detective Fatty McJones

JACK
That’s the thing. He’s not fat 
anymore. Lost a load of weight when 
he decided he wanted to be a police 
officer

JORDAN
Blimey, goes to show you people can 
change.

Jack nods, staring up at the clock on the wall. 

JACK
Crap

JORDAN looks up at him

JORDAN
What’s up?
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JACK
I’m late meeting Claude at the gym

JORDAN drops his head back down, not caring at all. JACK 
tries to drink as much as he can of the tea before pouring 
the rest down the sink. He runs into his room and grabs his 
gym bag and then runs out the front door.

EXT. CAR PARK, JACKS FLAT - DAY

JACK locks the door and walks briskly to his car, he unlocks 
it using the key fob as he crosses the car park. He opens the 
door and throws his bag onto the back seat and gets in, 
starts the engine and drives off. 

EXT. CAR PARK, GYM - DAY

JACK pulls up, grabs his bag and runs into the gym.

INT. TREADMILLS, GYM - DAY

JACK is running on the treadmills next to his friend CLAUDE. 
CLAUDE and JACK met at the gym when JACK was starting. He has 
a heavy Dutch accent and a limited grasp of English culture 
as he emigrated from Holland recently. They jog on the 
treadmills and converse about life.

JACK
We’re going out for dinner tomorrow

CLAUDE
You gotten the day off?

JACK
Yeah, I’ve been doing night shifts 
all week with Cecil. 

CLAUDE
He the guy that you said is 
a...bill hind?

JACK
You mean a bellend?

CLAUDE
Yes! A bellend

JACK
Goes without saying

CLAUDE
What does that mean?
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JACK smiles and looks to his side and spies JAMES, someone he 
knew in high school and whom bullies him at the gym, walking 
past and changes the conversation. He frowns somewhat before 
turning back to Claude and smiling

JACK
Anyway yeah, I got the next three 
days off work. So just a weekend of 
me and Anna

CLAUDE notices the smile on JACK’s face and says nothing in 
reply, JAMES walks over

JAMES
Ya still with her? I thought she’d 
left ya sorry arse for Ryan Fleesh?

CLAUDE, still jogging turns his head to look at JAMES, as 
does JACK. JACK turns his head towards CLAUDE who looks him 
in the eyes, JACK is tense, CLAUDE can tell this.

JAMES (CONT’D)
 You never know, she might still. 
Seem to spend more time her with 
this kraut than you do with her

CLAUDE doesn’t slow down his running, he takes the comment on 
the chin, he’s more focussed on calming JACK

CLAUDE
I’m not even German

JAMES
Well excuse me Goebels, hope I 
didn’t offend you and the rest of 
the third reich

JAMES walks off back to his friends in the corner of the gym. 
CLAUDE tries once again to strengthen JACK’s resolve. 

CLAUDE
He’s jealous, ignore him

JAMES and the group he’s with start laughing, JAMES’ laugh is 
exceptionally distinct and noticeable. JACK continues to look 
at CLAUDE and then slowly nods in agreement with him. His 
tension relieved, JACK focusses on finishing his workout with 
a smile on his face. CLAUDE smiles too as both stare straight 
forward.

Focussing on JACK’s face, we close in on his face, his oh so 
happy face. Getting closer and closer until we jump cut

CUT TO:
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INT. DIY4U, WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

JACK is stood staring just like he was at the gym, except now 
he has a frown that parallels with his earlier smile. We find 
him mopping the floor at the DIY warehouse he works at. JACK 
is mopping and watching the clock. JACK sighs and stops 
mopping and leans himself on top of the mop handle. His boss 
CECIL is stalking around in the background and approaches 
JACK. JACK doesn’t notice him. 

CECIL
Git back to work ya lazy prick

JACK perks his head up to look towards CECIL who is walking 
over

JACK
Oh Cecil, sorry I was, uh, just 
taking a, umm...

CECIL reaches JACK and before he can finish his sentence he 
kicks the mop out from under JACK causing him to trip over.

JACK hits the ground landing on his side, he sits up

JACK (CONT’D)
What the...heck are you doing?..

CECIL looks at JACK with a smile 

CECIL
Oh sorry, did I interrupt ya?

JACK stands back up, gripping the mop handle tightly, rage 
boiling in him. 

JACK
Can you please just...

CECIL waits as JACK tries to form the final part of his 
sentence. He interrupts him.

CECIL
Just what? Fuck off? Go on, say it.

JACK takes a deep breath and sighs

JACK
...Nothing

CECIL seems disappointed.

CECIL
Fuckin’ ell

CECIL walks off laughing as JACK stares at him, burning a 
hole in the back of his head.
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CECIL (CONT’D)
I’m addin’ an extra hour to ya 
shift tomorrow. Make up for ya 
slackin’

JACK shouts out to CECIL

JACK
I can’t, I have Friday off

CECIL turns around and stares at JACK

JACK (CONT’D)
I booked it off months ago

CECIL
Fine then, ya can do that extra 
hour the day after

JACK 
That’d be saturday, I booked the 
whole weekend off

CECIL storms over to JACK, slaps the mop out of his hand and 
gets up in his face

CECIL 
Oh I’m sorry, did ya have a packed 
weekend planned? 

JACK has genuine terror and anger in his eyes, he pulls a 
stanley knife out of his pocket and grips it tight behind his 
back, the blade hidden inside. He gulps

CECIL (CONT’D)
I’m sure your girlfriend won’t mind 
you running off for an hour

JACK
I don’t get to see Anna that much 
Cecil

CECIL moves his head back and feigns shock

CECIL
Anna? I thought her name was 
Claude?

JACK’s anger is replaced by confusion and surprise

CECIL starts to laugh a pretty distinct laugh, he walks away 
laughing leaving JACK to stew in his paranoia.

EXT. SHOP, PETROL STATION - NIGHT

JACK walks pulls up outside the 24 hour shop. He tiredly 
drags himself into the shop. 
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INT. SHOP, PETROL STATION - NIGHT

He grabs can of diet coke from the fridge and walks over to 
the checkout. LESLEY the checkout girl greets him with a 
smile.

LESLEY
That all?

JACK tiredly nods. LESLEY scans the item and he pays in cash. 
She still stays smiling

LESLEY (CONT’D)
Thank you, have a good night

JACK walks off and out of the door, LESLEY smiles watching 
him. He steps out the door and her smile turns straight into 
a frown. The kind of frown someone working in retail knows 
too well. She stands in silence for a few beats when in walks 
DAVID. She quickly switches her smile back on.

LESLEY (CONT’D)
Hello

She speaks sweetly, DAVID nods at her and then disappears 
behind some shelves. She sighs and brings the frown back. 
After a few seconds two men walk in behind DAVID. She smiles 
at them.

LESLEY (CONT’D)
Hello...

The men ignore her and follow down the same aisle DAVID went 
down. After a few seconds DAVID walks up to the counter 
holding a chocolate bar. LESLEY does her smiling routine and 
scans the item through and pays for it. She thanks DAVID for 
his custom. In the background one of the two men has moved 
over to the door, blocking it. The other has gone to flank 
DAVID. 

LESLEY notices. DAVID walks towards the door, the man steps 
forward to block him and the other stands behind, his back 
facing LESLEY. 

THUG 1
You owe Iannucci a lot of money 
David

LESLEY spots the gun in the back of the mans trousers that 
he’s started to reach for. She reaches secretly for a gun 
hidden behind the counter.

DAVID
I told him, I’ll pay him back

DAVID turns to walk out the door. The second thug sizes up to 
him. 
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THUG 2
He’s cleaning house. Needs you to 
pay up

LESLEY starts to breathe heavily, scared. She reaches closer 
and closer to the gun.

CUT TO:

EXT. SHOP, PETROL STATION - NIGHT

Gunshots blast, lighting up the windows in the shop.

CUT TO:

INT. HOWELL’S OFFICE, POLICE STATION - NIGHT

The clock on HOWELL’s desk shows it’s 3AM. The room is 
cluttered with boxes and paper still needing to be filed and 
is dimly lit by a single lamp on the end of the desk. He’s 
typing up a report on his computer, half asleep and half-
arsed, when his desk phone rings. He springs back to life. He 
reaches for the phone and answers it. 

HOWELL
Ludsley police office, Detective 
Howell speaking. How may I help 
you?

HOWELL listens for a couple of seconds. Intently, going 
through a range of emotions. He grabs a notebook and a pen 
from one of his desk drawers.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
OK, what was that address again?

HOWELL starts to mark down the address.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
OK, thank you. We’ll be there right 
away

HOWELL places the phone back on the receiver. He hesitates 
for a few moments before standing up and walking out of his 
office.

INT. MAIN LOBBY, POLICE STATION - NIGHT

At the main reception desk sits a single police officer, 
KENNETH, keeping himself awake for the night shift with a cup 
of coffee. HOWELL walks out of the office and up to KENNETH.

KENNETH
Alright ‘Owl
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HOWELL
It’s Howell

KENNETH
Oh, why what did I say?

HOWELL
You said Owl

KENNETH
Really? I could sworn I said Owl. 

HOWELL closes his eyes, annoyed. He sighs

HOWELL
That doesn’t matter, listen I need 
you to grab the keys for one of the 
cars and come with me

KENNETH
How come?

HOWELL
Homicide case just came up. My 
first one

HOWELL stands there with a grin on his face

KENNETH
You’re happier about this than you 
should be

HOWELL’s face drops. He realizes how inappropriate he’s 
being.

HOWELL
Just grab the keys and meet me 
outside

KENNETH nods and walks over to the array of keys hanging on 
the back wall behind the desk. HOWELL walks out the front 
door.

EXT. SHOP, PETROL STATION - NIGHT

HOWELL and KENNETH get out of the car. They walk up to the 
automatic front door which is opening and closing on a mans 
head. He’s lying dead on the floor, single bullet wound 
between his eyes. KENNETH and HOWELL share a glance. They 
step forward and the doors open fully. 

INT. SHOP, PETROL STATION - NIGHT

HOWELL and KENNETH both step into the room. They see another 
man in a suit lying half-dead on the floor next to the man in 
the doorway. Gun wound to his chest. 
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They look up to see the late shift worker, LESLEY, young, 
blonde and out of her depth shakily holding a gun. 

HOWELL takes his badge out and approaches her.

HOWELL
It’s OK, I’m detective Howell 
Lewis. We spoke on the phone. 

He gestures toward KENNETH who is stood behind him

HOWELL (CONT’D)
This is Officer Kenneth...

HOWELL starts to click his fingers. Trying to remember the 
name. Eyes closed and fixated. KENNETH, slightly miffed 
finally chimes in after a few seconds

KENNETH
Bradley

HOWELL
Officer Kenneth Bradley. We’re here 
to help you. Who did this?

HOWELL reaches over to LESLEY and quietly takes the gun from 
her. She points to the man in the suit. HOWELL follows her 
pointing.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
OK, Kenneth, check his pulse.

HOWELL turns to look back at LESLEY, he glances quickly at 
her name badge.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Lesley, ring 999, get an ambulance 
down here as soon as

KENNETH kneels down to check the mans pulse. 

KENNETH
He’s still alive

HOWELL nods. He walks over to the man in the doorway and 
finds an ID badge on him. LESLEY stands in the background on 
the phone. 

HOWELL looks at the ID badge. He seems unaffected by the name

HOWELL
Do you know a David Harris?

KENNETH, still checking the mans pulse looks over to HOWELL

KENNETH
Rings a bell
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HOWELL nods, staring at the ID badge still.

HOWELL
OK, check the phone logs when we 
get back to the station. 

HOWELL stares at the ID badge then looks out into the 
distance outside. He notices the ambulance approaching. 

LESLEY stands behind the counter, nervously waiting to speak 
up. She finally musters the courage.

LESLEY
There were two of them...The one 
ran off after I shot the other...He 
was saying something about an 
Iannucci...

HOWELL and KENNETH look toward LESLEY then back at one 
another.

FADE OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. JACK’S BEDROOM, JACK’S FLAT - DAY

The clock changes to 2PM. The alarm is going off. JACK lies 
in bed trying to cover his head with a pillow and ignore it. 
He reluctantly reaches and turns the alarm off. He 
begrudgingly gets out of bed.

INT. KITCHEN, JACK’S FLAT - DAY

JACK walks into the kitchen/living room area of his flat. He 
notices JORDAN again passed out again. This time at the 
kitchen table. He quietly tries to put the kettle on and put 
some toast in. As soon as the toaster starts up with a 
kachunk, locking the bread in place, JORDAN is awoken and 
alerted. He lifts his head up. He speaks slowly, pained, like 
every word is agony

JORDAN
Can I have a slice mate?

JACK finds the butter knife on the counter and starts 
twiddling it around in his hands. JACK replies, emotionless

JACK
Yeah sure

The kettle boils louder as JACK looks around at the immense 
pile of mess building up in the kitchen and living room. He 
grips the knife hard. JORDAN leans back in his chair and 
turns the TV on. The local news is on. JORDAN watches 
intently.

JORDAN
You seen about this? There was a 
shootout in the petrol station down 
the road last night.

JACK grips the knife still. Building up the courage to 
respond

JORDAN (CONT’D)
Scary shit

JACK grips the knife a little tighter. He decides it’s now or 
never. He turns to address JORDAN.

JACK
So you not gotten round to the 
cleaning yet?
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JORDAN turns his head around to look over his shoulder at the 
mess that has built up

JORDAN
I thought you were gonna do it?

JACK grips the knife harder.

JACK
It’s your mess

JORDAN
It’s only fair you do your part 
though. I’ve done my half.

He points to a pile of cans arrange into the shape of a 
pyramid. 

JACK grips the knife even tighter, rage building, kettle 
boiling louder until suddenly in a crescendo the kettle 
clicks the toaster pops simultaneously, JACK drops the butter 
knife he was holding in sudden shock. 

JORDAN (CONT’D)
Don’t bother buttering mine mate

JACK picks up the knife, he tosses a piece of toast to JORDAN 
and starts to butter his own slice. He looks at the time on 
the clock on the wall: 2:20PM

JACK
I have to go to the gym, can you do 
me a favour

JORDAN swallows his bite of toast

JORDAN
Whassat?

JACK 
Tidy the place up for me, I’m not 
coming home alone tonight

JACK goes to take a bite of his toast

JORDAN
I finally get to meet the amazing 
Claude?

JACK stops just as he’s about to take a bite

JACK
No, why does everyone think I’m 
fucking him?

JORDAN takes a bite of his toast and shrugs, JACK sighs
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JACK (CONT’D)
It’s mine and Anna’s third 
anniversary. We’re going for dinner 
and then she’s coming back here.

JORDAN
I didn’t think you guys were still 
together. Wasn’t she having it off 
with Ryan Fleesh a couple of months 
back

JACK angrily interrupts. Irritated at all these mentions of 
RYAN FLEESH

JACK
She was drunk and it was one time. 
She thought he was me. We had 
similar haircuts. 

JORDAN
Yeah, except Ryan’s four foot 
eleven and Asian.

JACK
Just clean the place up while I’m 
out OK?

JORDAN takes another bite of his toast and stares at JACK 
with an accusatory glare. 

JACK (CONT’D)
Just clean the place up while I’m 
out, please

JORDAN 
Yeah sure thing mate

JACK takes one final bite of his toast

CUT TO:

INT. GYM, CROSS TRAINERS - DAY

JACK and CLAUDE run simultaneously on the cross trainers.

CLAUDE 
Three years? Long time, you going 
to, how they say, pop her question?

JACK
I don’t know, I feel like it’d be 
moving fast. Do I really need to 
propose to prove I like her?

CLAUDE
Three years is short time here? I 
have much to learn about England
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JACK
I’m just nervous you know. I want a 
drama free and hassle free evening 
of just me and her, no arguments.

CLAUDE
What does she think?

JACK
Yeah, she’s not ready to be tied 
down yet

CUT TO:

INT. CAFETERIA, OFFICE BLOCK - DAY

ANNA and her friend JANINE are sat eating lunch

ANNA
I don’t think he loves me as much 
as he used too. I mentioned getting 
engaged once and since then 
whenever we walk past jewelry 
stores he starts apologizing

JANINE
Really? 

ANNA
Yeah, like he feels bad for not 
wanting to propose.

JANINE
He’s playing coy I reckon. Trying 
to trick you

ANNA
He’s always been like this, playing 
it safe trying not to offend me. 
You really think he’s going to ask 
me tonight? It’s been three years 
and he hasn’t shown any signs

JANINE
Definitely. My sister Samantha, she 
and her husband Raj were together 
three months before he finally 
proposed.

ANNA 
Didn’t he just propose so he could 
get his green card?
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JANINE 
OK, bad example, but my point is 
they’re still together now. You 
shouldn’t be afraid to settle

CUT TO:

INT. GYM, CROSS TRAINERS - DAY

JACK and CLAUDE still on the cross trainers.

JACK
Yeah, she’s definitely not going to 
want to be tied down yet.

CLAUDE
You get her gift?

JACK
Yeah some earrings

CLAUDE
She like earrings?

JACK
I think so, she definitely has one 
of her ears pierced... I think

CUT TO:

INT. CAFETERIA, OFFICE BLOCK - DAY

ANNA and JANINE still eating lunch. ANNA moves her head to 
the side to show she has no earrings.

JANINE 
He’s never been one for jewelry, he 
never seems to notice anything that 
boy. I don’t know why you bother 
with him, you can do better

ANNA
It’s just easy you know? He’s low 
maintenance

JANINE
You don’t have to settle, you know 
that

ANNA
I know and I’m not. 

JANINE
Good, cos we know he definitely 
isn’t
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ANNA checks the time

ANNA
Shit is that the time? I gotta get 
back to work

ANNA stands up and grabs her coat and begins to walk away, 
JANINE shouts to her

JANINE
Text me tonight, keep me posted

ANNA nods in agreement and waves JANINE goodbye before 
walking off.

CUT TO:

INT. GYM, CROSS TRAINERS - DAY

JACK checks the time on his phone

JACK
Think our hours up, better head 
home.

CLAUDE nods in agreement, they stop their machines 
simultaneously and hop off. They walk over to the locker 
rooms.

INT. JACK’S BEDROOM, JACK’S FLAT - EVENING

JACK stands in his room buttoning up his best shirt. The 
clock shows the time is 6PM. He checks his reflection and the 
clock. He puts on a blazer and buttons up his cuffs. Brushes 
his hair to be neater and throws on some smart shoes. He 
heads out of the room

INT. HALLWAY, JACK’S FLAT - EVENING

JACK steps out of his room and into the hallway, he looks out 
to the kitchen/living room and notices the immense mess still 
piling up in there. He walks over to JORDAN’s door and knocks 
on it. He waits for a reply

JORDAN (O.S.)
Urgh, yeah?

JACK tries to open the door to JORDAN’s room but finds it’s 
locked.

JACK
Mate, can you clean the kitchen 
like you promised? 
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JORDAN (O.S.)
Yeah I’ll do it in a minute

JACK 
Just try and get it done please 
mate

JORDAN
Yeah, in a minute

JACK steps away from the door, shakes his head in disapproval 
and walks out into the kitchen/living room.

INT. LIVING ROOM/KITCHEN, JACKS FLAT - EVENING

JACK walks past all the mess, and grabs his parka off the 
coat hook on the back of the door and leaves

EXT. CAR PARK, JACKS FLAT - EVENING

JACK walks over to his car, it’s gotten frosty. He opens the 
back door and grabs an ice scraper from the backseat. It’s 
sat next to a small wrapped up box and a bunch of flowers. He 
switches the engine and the heater on

He quickly scrapes the frost off the windows, throws the 
scraper back in the car and sits in the front seat.

INT. JACK’S CAR - EVENING

JACK turns the heating up, he checks the back seat to make 
sure the flowers and presents are still there. He turns the 
radio on and drives off

EXT. MONTAGE - EVENING

JACK drives to the restaurant he is meeting ANNA at. He 
drives down the road, through the city centre and pulls up 
into the car park.

EXT. CAR PARK, EL TIGRE RESTAURANT - EVENING

JACK gets out of the car and opens the back-door to get his 
gift and the flowers out, he walks to the restaurant 
entrance.

EXT. ENTRANCE, EL TIGRE RESTAURANT - EVENING

JACK stands waiting for ANNA. The time on his phone says 
7:03PM. She’s a little late. 
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JACK starts to worry a little, checking all around him to see 
what direction she’ll be coming from. He puts the gift into 
his pocket and the flowers under his arm and starts to type 
out a message:

Hey it’s Jack, where are you? I’m 
outside xx

Just as he’s about to hit send ANNA surprises him by jokingly 
jumping him

ANNA
Hello stranger!

JACK has a near heart attack, he drops the flowers on the 
floor, he takes a couple of seconds to recover from the 
shock. He picks up the flowers whilst talking

JACK
You’re late

ANNA glares upward at JACK, notices the flowers in his hand. 
She hides her disappointment

ANNA
I was like a minutes late

JACK
It was actually 3 minutes

ANNA kisses JACK on the cheek, interrupting him and shutting 
him up. They stand in silence for a bit. When JACK remembers 
the flowers and presents them to ANNA

JACK (CONT’D)
I got you these!

ANNA takes the flowers from him, he sees that her hands are 
empty and she has no gift for him. They both share a moment 
of silence. 

JACK (CONT’D)
Shall we go in?

ANNA nods, JACK gestures for her to go first and he follows.

INT. JACK AND ANNA’S TABLE, EL TIGRE RESTAURANT - EVENING

JACK and ANNA are sat at their table in the restaurant The 
layout is swanky, several people are all sat at tables around 
them. Empty plates in front of them. ANNA seems quite bored.

JACK
So Cecil just walks off leaving me 
there.
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ANNA is paying no attention, eyeing up a handsome waiter 
across the way.

ANNA
Yeah

JACK
I don’t even know how he knows 
about Claude

ANNA
Yeah

JACK fails to notice ANNA’s disinterest

JACK
So I’ve got that to deal with, plus 
Jordan still isn’t paying his share 
of the rent. 

ANNA’s ears prick up, she brings her attention back to JACK

ANNA
You know, if I lived with you, you 
wouldn’t have to worry about the 
rent

JACK
I know right? You’re way more 
reliable than he is.

ANNA’s hopes pick up. She subtly pushes JACK

ANNA
Plus unlike me, he’s unemployed, 
you don’t want to be living with 
someone who has no income at all

JACK
Yeah, I’ll talk to him

ANNA starts to smile

JACK (CONT’D)
See if I can’t get him a job where 
I work. He can actually pay the 
rent then

ANNA’s smile drops as she realizes her subtle hints aren’t 
working out at all. They share a moment of silence as JACK 
pushes a meatball around his plate with his fork. He looks up 
at ANNA who again is staring at the waiter. He follows her 
gaze but doesn’t make the connection. He seems confused then 
remembers the gift in his pocket. ANNA notices JACK rummaging 
in his coat pocket.

ANNA
What are you doing?
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JACK
I had something for you

ANNA’s eyes widen, she starts to panic, is he about to 
propose? She doesn’t want this. She tries to stay surprised 
and hide a frown. JACK takes a small wrapped box out of his 
coat and presents it to ANNA

ANNA 
I don’t think I want too

JACK seems taken back by this as he opens the box to reveal 
the earrings he bought her. 

JACK 
Don’t what?

ANNA’s face turns to instant disappointment

ANNA
Oh...

JACK
Oh..?

She makes no effort to hide it

ANNA
Nothing...just nothing

She starts wrapping her fingers on the table

JACK
Do you not like them?

ANNA
My ears aren’t pierced

JACK closes the earring box

JACK
Oh...I thought they were?

ANNA checks her phone. She types a message quick

ANNA
It’s getting late.

She stands up puts on her coat and leaves, JACK doesn’t 
realize for a couple of seconds, he leaves money to pay the 
bill and chases after her. A few people notice the escalating 
argument.

EXT. CAR PARK, EL TIGRE RESTAURANT - EVENING

ANNA walks away from the restaurant angrily. JACK exits not 
long after her and shouts for her
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JACK
Anna! Anna!

She ignores him and keeps walking. He chases up to her.

JACK (CONT’D)
Anna please, tell me what’s wrong

ANNA turns around and stamps her ground

ANNA
I don’t know, I just expected more 
from you after three years. 

JACK struggles for the words to rectify his mistake, he opens 
and closes his mouth in an attempt to figure something to 
say. ANNA grows impatient.

ANNA (CONT’D)
I don’t even know why I got my 
hopes up

ANNA turns and leaves. Leaving JACK behind to try and figure 
out what to say. He watches her leave, heart broken and 
holding back his emotions. He slumps off back to his car and 
gets inside.

INT. JACK’S CAR, CAR PARK - EVENING

JACK sits inside the car emotionless. Blank expression on his 
face. He grips the steering wheel in front of him tightly in 
his hands. He starts to violently shake it, holding back an 
aggressive, guttural yell. He stops takes some deep breaths 
and slams his forehead into the steering wheel, setting off 
the car horn. People outside the car and people inside the 
restaurant are staring at the car as the horn blares on and 
off as JACK thumps his head in on the wheel.

INT. LIVING ROOM, JACK’S FLAT - NIGHT

JACK walks in through the front door of the flat teary eyed 
to find that JORDAN never tidied. The sink is full of dirty 
dishes, empty alcohol bottles litter the floor. JORDAN’s 
disco lights are still running by the TV and his party music 
is still playing, 5 passed out guests are spread out and 
about on the floor. JACK steps over them to turn the lights 
and the music off. He then makes his way haphazardly over the 
people to get his bedroom.

INT. JACK’S BEDROOM, JACK’S FLAT - NIGHT

JACK shuffles solemnly into his room, shutting the door 
behind him, the light is dim, he takes his coat off and drops 
it on the floor. He collapses into his bed. 
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Lying on his back, he stares at the ceiling before closing 
his eyes and taking a deep breath. 

He finds brief moment of relaxation and calm that is suddenly 
interrupted when an extra drunk man rolls over next to him 
and pukes on JACK’s shirt. Jack flings himself out of the bed 
almost as quickly as he got into it.

JACK
The hell?!

JACK grits his teeth and tightly makes a fist with his hand. 
He storms out of his room

INT. HALLWAY, JACK’S FLAT - NIGHT

JACK storms down the hallway to JORDAN’s room. He raises his 
fist to slam down the door down but catches himself for a 
moment. He takes a deep breath and backs his fist away. He 
walks back to his room. He enters the door and then comes 
back with a pillow and blanket in hand. 

He walks down the hallway and into the living room.

INT. LIVING ROOM, JACKS FLAT - EVENING

JACK walks into the living room, pillow and blanket in hand, 
he steps over the haphazardly flung drunk people and makes 
his way towards the sofa. He reaches it and notices a drunk 
girl has passed out on there, he pushes her aside and sets up 
his make shift bed to sleep.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM, JACKS FLAT - MORNING

JACK wakes up on the sofa to find everyone who was in the 
flat gone. He changes his shirt and showers, he throws the 
dirty shirt in the washing machine. He decides to start 
tidying up, picking up bottles and putting them in a bin bag 
and picking up empty wrappers and cigarette butts. He stops 
for a second and checks his phone, he has no missed calls or 
texts from ANNA so he decides to phone her himself. The phone 
rings until it gets to the answer machine and he leaves her a 
message.

JACK
Hey Anna, it’s Jack. Listen I don’t 
know what I did, but I’m really 
sorry. Please forgive me. Call me 
back when you hear this message 
please. Goodbye, love...

He hesitates, then hangs up the phone.
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He checks the time, 2pm. He ties up the bin bag and grabs his 
gym kit from his room.

INT. WEIGHT LIFTING AREA, GYM - DAY

JACK and CLAUDE are sat together lifting weights.

JACK
So she just storms off without 
telling me what I did

CLAUDE
Woman is complicated. You try 
talking to her?

JACK
I left her an answer phone message, 
just waiting on her

CLAUDE nods respectfully.

JAMES walks by them, JACK falls silent as he does

CLAUDE
You OK?

JACK leans in close to Claude

JACK
Yeah, he just pisses me off, I’d 
rather he not know about my 
relationship problems

CLAUDE nods and goes back to his bicep curls. 

CLAUDE
How are things with room friend? 

JACK
Roommate. Jordan. He’s still a 
nightmare, you know, I’ve lived 
with him a year, and he’s never 
paid the rent

CLAUDE nods along as JACK talks

JACK (CONT’D)
He never cleans up the place 
either, it’s a nightmare living 
there.

CLAUDE
Why not tell him?
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JACK
I try, but I don’t wanna annoy him. 
I can’t go through the hassle of 
him moving out if I bug him too 
much

CLAUDE
Why can’t ANNA move in?

JACK
I don’t know, too late to try now 
anyway

CLAUDE stops his weight lifting

CLAUDE
But you’ve been with her three 
year? Do you love her?

JACK sits quietly in silence, trying to think of an answer. 
In the distance a voice shouts out

JAMES (O.S.)
He doesn’t love her as much as he 
loves your frankfurter

JACK cringes at what he’s just heard, CLAUDE joins him in his 
silence. Both silently sigh and continue working out, 
ignoring JAMES’s distinct laughter.

CLAUDE
Ignore him.

JACK stares into the distance. CLAUDE continues to talk, we 
don’t hear the rest of the conversation, a static like sound 
hazes in, JACK blocking out the world. We cut to...

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM/KITCHEN, JACKS FLAT - DAY

...JACK getting home and flumping down on the sofa. He checks 
his phone for a missed call but to no avail. He leaves ANNA 
another message.

JACK
Hey Anna, it’s Jack again. Wasn’t 
sure if you’d gotten my message 
earlier, give me a ring when you do

He hold for a second

JACK (CONT’D)
Please, lo...

He hesitates, and painstakingly tries to turn the word mid-
sentence
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JACK (CONT’D)
Let’s talk 

He hangs up. He looks at the time on his phone, it’s 5pm, 
he’s late for work. 

JACK (CONT’D)
Shit

JACK runs into the hallway and to his room to get dressed in 
his work uniform. He rushes back into the living room and out 
the front door.

EXT. DIY4U CAR PARK - EVENING

JACK gets out of his car, CECIL is stood at the door to the 
store talking on his phone in the background with a cigarette 
in hand, JACK takes notice of him.

CECIL
Well tell Iron Bellend that he can 
have his money when I get it. 

JACK starts walking towards the entrance, CECIL is still on 
the phone

CECIL (CONT’D)
Iannucci, Ianutjob, whatever, he’s 
gettin’ on me nerves. 

JACK walks up, CECIL notices him 

CECIL (CONT’D)
Yeah, I know what happened to 
David. Listen, I’ll call ya back 
later

CECIL hangs up and JACK walks up to him

JACK
Sorry I’m a little late, how’s your 
day been. Anyone interesting on the 
phone?

CECIL stares at JACK bemused and takes a drag of his 
cigarette, he blows the smoke in JACK’s face. JACK holds his 
breath and wafts it away with him hand

CECIL
It’s been fuckin’ peachy

JACK nods and goes to reply to CECIL

JACK
Yeah, mines been pretty...
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CECIL
Jack, no offense, but I don’t give 
a shit about your day to day drama. 
Just do some fuckin’ work

JACK stands in silence, trying to think of something to say 
to break the awkward tension but instead just looks at his 
feet and shuffles past CECIL.

CECIL scowls at JACK as he walks in, he takes one final drag 
of his cigarette before throwing it on the floor, stamping it 
out and walking in.

INT. DIY4U, WAREHOUSE - EVENING

JACK is going about his usual business of stocking up the 
shelves in the warehouse, sweeping the floors and cutting 
open boxes with his stanley knife, he does this all quite 
despondently, upset over his situation with ANNA. As he gets 
the end of his shift he notices CECIL and another member of 
staff talking to one another in the distance.

JACK picks up full box nearby him and drags it behind a row 
of shelves out of CECIL’s line of sight.

He sits down on it and opens his phone to check if Anna has 
left him a message. She hasn’t. He checks her Facebook and 
other social accounts to see if she’s been online at all but 
to no avail. He starts to look through some old photos of the 
two of them together, tears starting to form in his eyes.

JACK notices a pair of feet under the shelf in front of him, 
he recognizes them as CECIL’s. He panics, puts his phone 
away, wipes his eyes and stands up. CECIL turns the corner to 
see JACK just as he’s stood up

CECIL
Nappin’ on the job?

JACK
No I was just...

CECIL
I’ll tell you what you were doin’. 
You were doing fuck all is what you 
were doing. I don’t care if you’re 
havin’ relationship problems with 
whatever fucker can stand a 
conversation with you.

JACK starts gripping his stanley knife tightly
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CECIL (CONT’D)
But when you’re here you do one 
thing and that is work, ya don’t 
laze around on your fuckin’ arse 
cryin’ and moanin’ about some bitch 
that can do better than a lazy twat 
like you

JACK loosens his grip and displays confusion on his face

CECIL (CONT’D)
Yeah, a little birdy told me about 
your girlfriend. I’ve heard she’s a 
stunner, might set her up with my 
son, that way I have something nice 
to look at on Christmas Day other 
than my own bollocks through the 
gap in my dressing gown.

JACK grips the stanley knife again, hiding it behind his 
back.

JACK
How? How do you know about that?

CECIL
A little birdy told me

CECIL starts laughing his distinct laugh. JACK stands 
confused, bemused, unsure. 

Cecil walks away laughing. JACK stands scared, unsure, angry, 
gripping the stanley knife still. Tension rising, He extends 
the blade and stabs it into the box on the floor behind him. 
He lets out a deep breath to calm himself. He continues doing 
his work.

INT. JACK’S BEDROOM, JACK’S FLAT - DAY

JACK wakes up the next morning in bed. The alarm is blaring 
and the clock says 1pm. He checks his phone to find he has no 
new messages or missed calls. He gets dressed and walks out 
into the hallway with his gym bag on his back

INT. LIVING ROOM/KITCHEN, JACKS FLAT - DAY

JACK walks into the living room to find the place is still a 
huge mess, he sighs and walks to the exit.

EXT. CAR PARK, JACKS FLAT - DAY

JACK walks towards his car, he unlocks it and gets in.
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INT. JACK’S CAR - DAY

JACK tries to phone ANNA again. It goes to answer phone so he 
leaves her another message

JACK
Hey Anna, just me again. Just 
checking in, wasn’t sure if you’d 
gotten my previous messages or not, 
just call me when you do, bye

JACK thinks for a second

JACK (CONT’D)
It’s Jack by the way

He hangs up. JACK puts the keys into the ignition, fires up 
the car and drives away

INT. GYM, TREADMILLS - DAY

JACK and CLAUDE run in unison on the treadmills. JACK tries 
to keep his voice down whilst getting slightly out of breath

JACK
So turns out CECIL..

CLAUDE looks at JACK, kind of puzzled

JACK (CONT’D)
My boss

CLAUDE nods, remembering the name

JACK (CONT’D)
Yeah, turns out. He has some sort 
of spy network set up

CLAUDE takes in this for a moment

CLAUDE
How you mean? Like James Burned?

JACK
James Bond. And I don’t know.

CLAUDE
What happened?

JACK 
He came up to me at work and was 
saying all these things about ANNA, 
like he was gonna set her up with 
his son and he knows me and her 
have hit a rough patch
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CLAUDE
Strange. Who you think is spy?

JACK
I don’t know. I’m too stressed out 
to think about it. It could be 
anyone

CLAUDE nods in agreement and continues jogging, JACK stares 
straight ahead to focus on his jogging. JAMES walks over to 
them.

JAMES
Alright lads? 

Both of them ignore him

JAMES (CONT’D)
Silent treatment is it?

They continue to ignore him

JAMES (CONT’D)
What-fuckin-ever. I’ll see you bum 
boys later

JAMES walks away. JACK and CLAUDE wait a couple of seconds, 
JACK almost celebrates his victory before JAMES interjects 
quickly as he’s walking off

JAMES (CONT’D)
Oh by the way Jack

JAMES turns around and walks backwards away from them

JAMES (CONT’D)
Saw your ex ANNA out on the town 
last night. Nice piece you had 
there. Glad she’s back on the 
market

JACK grips his fist, he slams his hand on the treadmill and 
turns toward JAMES who has a huge smug smile across his face

JACK
The fuck did you just say...

He is suddenly interrupted as he accidentally launches 
himself to the ground knocking himself unconscious

CUT TO:
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INT. HOWELL’S OFFICE, POLICE STATION - DAY

HOWELL is sat in his office twiddling his thumbs, bored. He 
hasn’t made any advancements in this IANNUCCI case yet and 
it’s bothering him. On his computer we see that he’s tried 
googling “Iannucci Ludsley” but to no avail. 

He notices KENNETH walk past the door and decides to step out 
and see what’s going on

INT. MAIN LOBBY, POLICE STATION - DAY

HOWELL leans out his door

HOWELL
Psst. Kenneth

KENNETH turns around to HOWELL

KENNETH
What?

HOWELL
You got that CCTV from the petrol 
station yet?

KENNETH
Not yet, they need to make copies 
of it. 

HOWELL nods

KENNETH (CONT’D)
Anyway, can’t stop. Heading to the 
gym

HOWELL
You work out? 

KENNETH
No, there was an assault, some 
German bloke phoned in. I’m going 
to get statements seeing as nothing 
else is happening.

HOWELL
Who was assaulted?

KENNETH
Guy by the name of...uh...

KENNETH consults his notebook quickly.

KENNETH (CONT’D)
...Jack Allen...

HOWELL stares at KENNETH
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KENNETH (CONT’D)
You know him?

HOWELL nods

HOWELL
Yeah I went to school with him. 
Bumped into him the other day 
actually. 

KENNETH nods, he turns to walk out the door.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Kenneth?

He stops walking and turns back to HOWELL

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Let me handle it

KENNETH nods and passes HOWELL the notebook and car keys. 
HOWELL walks out the door

INT. GYM, LOCKER ROOM - EVENING

JACK is sat on the bench in the locker room holding an ice-
bag to his head. A paramedic is checking him over

PARAMEDIC
You have a mild concussion

JACK slowly nods, in pain.

JACK
Feels like it, anything I need to 
take for it?

PARAMEDIC
Just relax and drink plenty of 
water, don’t sleep though until the 
headache is gone

CLAUDE is sat on the bench just opposite JACK

CLAUDE
I’ll drive him home

The paramedic nods, picks up his stuff and exits.

JACK
So how embarrassing was that?

CLAUDE opens his mouth to speak as HOWELL enters the locker 
room. JACK looks up at him surprised, CLAUDE looks up as well 
with no emotional reaction, he’s never met HOWELL before.
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HOWELL
Alright man.

JACK nods, weakly.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
I heard you had a bit of a tumble. 
Some German guy phoned to report an 
assault

JACK looks at CLAUDE.

CLAUDE
I’m Dutch

JACK nods, still looking at CLAUDE

JACK
And he’s leaving

CLAUDE looks at JACK, waits, then nods, stands up and walks 
out, HOWELL presses himself against the wall to let CLAUDE 
past. HOWELL then walks over and takes the bench where CLAUDE 
previously had sat.

HOWELL
So what happened? 

JACK
You remember James Levi from high 
school right?

HOWELL
Yeah, he was a prick

JACK
Well he goes to this gym too

HOWELL nods

JACK (CONT’D)
And he’s still a prick

HOWELL continues to nod

HOWELL 
He do this to you?

HOWELL points in a circular motion at JACK’s face where a 
black eye is now forming.

JACK
No no no. It wasn’t an assault

HOWELL jots down some notes.
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JACK (CONT’D)
Claude gets confused with phrasing 
sometimes. No, this was all me

HOWELL looks up from his notebook

JACK (CONT’D)
He was antagonizing me cause of 
things. I got a little hot headed, 
lost my footing, hit the deck

HOWELL stops writing.

HOWELL
I’ve never known you to get hot 
headed. Everything alright?

JACK nods to say yes

JACK
Just life you know, stress. It’ll 
pass.

HOWELL nods

HOWELL
OK, so seeing as it’s not an actual 
physical assault, I can’t really 
charge James for anything. I’m 
guessing you didn’t want to press 
charges anyway?

JACK nods in a negative manner

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Fair enough. I gotta go. No rest 
for the wicked. Not while I’m 
sheriff you know? Got killers to 
catch and thieves to tackle

JACK smiles and nods. HOWELL stands up and walks towards the 
changing room exit. He pauses.

HOWELL (CONT’D)
One thing real quick.

JACK looks up at HOWELL

HOWELL (CONT’D)
Have you ever heard of The 
Armstrong Limit?

JACK
No?

HOWELL
It’s the altitude at which fluid in 
the human body starts to boil.
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JACK
So?

HOWELL
Well, I always use it to refer to 
stress. Don’t let yourself get to 
the point where your blood will 
boil. Know your Armstrong Limit 
Jack.

JACK stares at HOWELL, confused by this advice

HOWELL (CONT’D)
I’ll be seeing you anyway.

HOWELL exits the changing room, leaving JACK to contemplate. 
CLAUDE walks back in 

CLAUDE
You OK?

JACK nods 

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
I’ll drive you home

JACK nods

FADE OUT.

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

FADE IN:

INT. JACK’S CAR - EVENING

CLAUDE is driving, JACK is sat next to him in the passenger 
seat. JACK looks at the dashboard clock that says 3:30pm

JACK
Got dark quick, how long was I out?

CLAUDE
Twenty minutes? You were awake and 
then asleep a lot though.

JACK
I can’t believe I let him get to me 
like that, next left by the way

CLAUDE turns left.

CLAUDE
You’re stressed. Bound to happen

JACK
Is it that obvious? Even Howell 
thought I was stressed, told me 
some weird thing about blood 
boiling and shit

CLAUDE looks towards JACK briefly then focusses back on the 
road. 

CLAUDE
Let me tell you story.

JACK raises an eyebrow

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
I used to live in small town in 
Holland called Haarlem.

JACK nods along with the conversation

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
It was beautiful town. Had a canal, 
windmills

JACK
Sounds like most of Holland. Next 
right

CLAUDE turns the car right

CLAUDE
I suppose it was.
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JACK stares at CLAUDE, engrossed in his tale

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
I saw lots of bad things there. I 
was involved with bad people. 
Drugs, murders, gang killings. It 
was a dark time

JACK’s eyes widen, he sees a darker CLAUDE, a scared CLAUDE

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
It was beautiful on the outside. 
But the inside, was rotted, 
corrupt.

CLAUDE chokes up slightly. He envisions the day that changed 
his life

CLAUDE (CONT’D)

Eventually got too much. I was on 
money pick up job. I got there and 
found kids. 

JACK stares

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
Dead kids. The man who I was 
picking up from had taken 
something. I’d sold it to him the 
week before. Killed his children, 
thought they were zombies about to 
tear him limb from limb. He’d seen 
a few zombie movies. So he killed 
them the way they do in those. 
Destroyed the brain.

JACK
Claude...

CLAUDE looks towards JACK, then back to the road

CLAUDE
I vowed from then to get out. Out 
of that work. I was responsible. I 
killed that man and killed those 
children. I covered up the scene. 
Made it all look like an accident.

JACK stares straight forward

CLAUDE (CONT’D)
I felt sick. I left Haarlem. I came 
here, it was remote. Quiet. I vowed 
to never let anyone hurt me or use 
me again.
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JACK
So, if you’re stressed, what do you 
do? How do you know your limit?

CLAUDE
I only know my limit because I 
crossed it enough times. If anyone 
is going to stress me out, I stop 
them before they have chance.

JACK
Non-violently?

CLAUDE nods, silent. He continues driving. JACK sits in 
silence. Juggling this information in his brain

EXT. CAR PARK, JACKS FLAT - EVENING

The car pulls up into the car park, CLAUDE and JACK get out 
and CLAUDE hands JACK the keys. 

CLAUDE
Remember to rest up

JACK
Thank you, I mean it, seriously

CLAUDE
It’s no problem, friends help 
friends.

JACK hesitates for a moment, nervous to ask his next question

JACK
Why did you tell me that story?

CLAUDE
Because you don’t know stress, and 
I don’t want you to be what I was

JACK
Why have you never told me it 
before.

CLAUDE
You needed to vent, so I listen. I 
don’t need to vent, so I never 
spoke. Seemed a good deal

JACK stands, silent. He nods respectfully, CLAUDE starts to 
walks off. JACK calls after him

JACK
You just gonna walk home?
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CLAUDE
It’s a nice evening, figure why 
not?

JACK nods and waves CLAUDE goodbye and walks into the flat.

INT. JACK’S BEDROOM, JACK’S FLAT - NIGHT

JACK lies in his bed reading a book. The clock says 6pm. The 
whole flat is silent, and he’s finding it easy to relax. He 
places the book down and closes his eyes. Suddenly bassy 
music starts hammering and thumping and chatter starts. 
JACK’s eyes open instantly. He grabs both sides of the pillow 
he’s resting his head on and raises them to cover his ears. 
He holds it for a few seconds before giving up. 

JACK turns his head to look towards his wall and notices his 
car keys on the bedside table. In his mind he flashes back to 
him and CLAUDE in the car

FLASHBACK

JACK
So, if you’re stressed, what do you 
do? How do you know your limit?

CLAUDE
I only know my limit because I 
crossed it enough times. If anyone 
is going to stress me out, I stop 
them before they have chance.

JACK nods in agreement

END OF FLASHBACK

Something stirs in JACK, he smirks. He stands up and storms 
out of the room.

INT. LIVING ROOM/KITCHEN, JACKS FLAT - NIGHT

JACK walks through the party, there’s about 15 people in the 
flat. JACK walks through, pushing people aside as he makes 
his way toward the kitchen side of the room. Nearby JORDAN 
watches, confused by JACK’s sudden appearance in the living 
room.

JACK arrives in the kitchen side of the room and JORDAN 
watches him as he walks towards the fuse-box and flips the 
flat’s trip switch. All the power goes out, the music dies 
down, the lights go off and everyone stops dancing. 
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Confused murmurs sound out as JACK walks towards his room 
with a smirk on his face, in the background JORDAN watches 
on, confused and annoyed at the whole ordeal.

INT. JACK’S BEDROOM, JACK’S FLAT - NIGHT

JACK lies back in his bed, relaxed now that the music has 
stopped. He starts to enjoy this small victory of his with a 
well deserved smile. He closes his when out of the blue his 
phone rings. JACK’s eyes shoot open. He grabs the phone off 
his bedside table. He looks at the screen which lights his 
face up completely. It’s CECIL calling him. He answers the 
phone

JACK
Hey Cecil listen

CECIL (O.S.)
Don’t hey Cecil me you prick, 
you’re fuckin’ late!

JACK
I left a message for you, I got a 
concussion at the gym, horrible 
accident. I have a note

CECIL (O.S.)
Oh you have a note do you? Does it 
say my name is Jack and I’m a 
massive pussy? You tripped at the 
gym, you’re well enough to come 
into work you fuckin’ dope

JACK
Cecil, I can’t come into work

CECIL
You don’t get here in the next hour 
and you can consider yourself 
fired, end of. I have bigger things 
to worry about than little shits 
like you OK?

CECIL hangs up before JACK has a chance to reply

JACK
Fucking hell

JACK shines his phone screens light around his room to find 
his work uniform and clumsily gets changed in the dark. He 
pockets his car keys and leaves his bedroom.

INT. LIVING ROOM, JACKS FLAT - EVENING

JACK walks through the living room and through the still 
silent and confused party. 
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The guests having to go through the horror of awkward 
conversation after spending the last twenty minutes grinding 
against one another. 

JORDAN is in the kitchen trying to find the fuse switch with 
a torch when he clocks JACK leaving, he stops what he’s 
doing, drops his torch and follows JACK outside.

EXT. CAR PARK, JACKS FLAT - NIGHT

The car park is dark and silent save for the dim street 
lamps. JACK presses the unlock button on his keyfob as he 
walks up the car opens the door. JORDAN catches up slams it 
shut just before JACK can get in the car. JACK leans against 
the car

JORDAN
The fuck you think you’re doing?

JACK
I’m going to work, it’s a thing 
adults do

JORDAN
You know what, fuck you Jack. You 
claim you’re an adult, you’re just 
a child. You’re a child and a 
terrible friend

This strikes a nerve with JACK who stands up straight. 

JACK
A terrible friend? Want me to grab 
you a mirror or something? 

JORDAN
I have a lot of stress to deal 
with, being jobless is a depressing 
thing for me. You wouldn’t 
understand what it’s like to have 
the weight of the world on your 
shoulders like this.

This irks JACK even further, he clenches his fist. JORDAN 
folds his arms waiting for a response

JORDAN (CONT’D)
Well, are you going to apologize 
for ruining my party.

There’s a moment of silence. 

JACK
Go fuck yourself
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JORDAN stands there shocked. They share an uncomfortable 
silence before JORDAN goes to swing for JACK

CUT TO:

EXT. DIY4U, CAR PARK - NIGHT

JACK gets out of his car and walks towards the front 
entrance. He’s sporting a black eye and a fat lip from his 
altercation with JORDAN. As he walks up to the entrance TOM, 
the security man, is leaving. They stop to chat. TOM is 
smoking a cigarette.

JACK
Alright Tom, you off early?

TOM
Yeah, it’s just CECIL in there

JACK
Just CECIL?

TOM
Yeah, gave me the rest of the night 
off. I didn’t really want to. 
Economies tough.

JACK
Yeah I suppose it is, is it 
seriously just CECIL in there?

TOM
Don’t just suppose. It’s true, it’s 
real. Economies fucked mate. Only 
way you can make any money would be 
blackmail. And that’s illegal.

JACK
Yeah all the money making schemes 
normally. Listen about CECIL...

TOM interrupts JACK, this irritates him.

TOM
Oh don’t get me started on him. 
Bloody hell. That fucker is scary. 
I didn’t wanna take the rest of the 
night off

JACK sarcastically nods along

TOM (CONT’D)
You know, economy and what not, did 
I mention that?

JACK nods yes
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JACK
Yeah you did a bit

TOM nods back

TOM
Yeah well, that’s fucked. I need 
all the money I can get. Can’t 
afford to have my hours cut in this 
day and age.

JACK
So why leave early?

TOM
Because CECIL is a scary fucker 
when he’s mad, and boy is he mad. 
Nervous too, you heard about how he 
owes people money?

JACK
Yeah pretty much everyone knows 
about that

TOM
Well apparently, that bloke is 
coming to collect tonight.

TOM finishes his cigarette. Drops it and pats JACK on the 
shoulder. He chuckles 

TOM (CONT’D)
Good luck mate

TOM walks away from JACK and towards his car, JACK stands 
staring into the distance, annoyed at the inconvenience of 
the conversation and scared at the thought of a pissed off 
CECIL. He walks slowly towards the door. Tense and scared.

INT. DIY4U, WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

JACK is cutting open boxes and filling shelves. CECIL is 
doing the same at the opposite end of the store. Each appears 
to be getting closer to the other as they fill up shelves and 
move inward towards the middle of the store. 

CECIL walks over to JACK while he’s in the middle of opening 
a box.

CECIL
Nice shiner, you get that face-
planting the treadmill?
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CECIL starts laughing to himself in that usual grotesque 
laugh of his. JACK tries to hold back the anger, but stabs 
into the boxes he’s opening with more aggression than before.

CECIL continues to berate JACK while he works

CECIL (CONT’D)
Wish I could’ve seen that. Should 
get my little birdy a camcorder

CECIL laughs again, JACK holding the blade in his hand starts 
to retract and extend it. 

CECIL (CONT’D)
How’re things going with your 
missus by the way? 

JACK tries to hold back

CECIL (CONT’D)
Anna weren’t it? Pretty thing she 
is. Saw her walking home this 
morning. Shoes in hand, party dress 
still on

JACK further holds himself back

CECIL (CONT’D)
She’s a fine fuckin’ lookin’ thing. 
Way out of your fucking league. 
Wish whoever’d bagged that tagged 
me in for a round.

CECIL laughs his guttural laugh. JACK starts placing items on 
the shelves with more and more aggression, CECIL takes notice 
of this.

CECIL (CONT’D)
I heard from some of the lads she 
was giving out free oral check ups 
in the club last night. There was a 
pretty fuckin’ huge queue for her 
in the loos if you know what I 
mean.

CECIL laughs again. JACK slams down a small product on the 
shelve, smashing it

CLAUDE
Watch out ya dozy cunt

JACK
JUST FUCKING STOP

CECIL is taken aback. JACK’s angry outburst is a very out of 
character thing for him to do
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JACK (CONT’D)
Please, just for one fucking night, 
don’t be you? Just let me get on 
with my work

CECIL
It’s just a bit of banter you daft 
cunt. I do this with everyone!

JACK
No you fucking don’t! I don’t get 
you Cecil. You spend all your night 
shift here shitting on me, 
insulting me and just making me 
feel worthless. Then you’ve got 
some fucking spy doing espionage 
shit to give you ammo! There’s no 
point to it! Why do this to me?! 
What are you getting out of this 
other than sort of high school 
bully excitement?! It’s fucking 
useless. I have enough going on in 
my life that I can’t relax no 
matter where I go! I’m always 
looking over my shoulder

CECIL seems shocked. He hangs his head in shame

CECIL
I’m so sorry Jack, you’re right. 
I’ve been extremely unfair in how 
I’ve gone about with my mockery of 
you...

Before he can finish the sentence CECIL breaks character and 
starts laughing in JACK’s face once more.

CECIL (CONT’D)
You fucking shit stain

JACK’s eyes start to well up slightly

CECIL (CONT’D)
You fucking crybaby? You know why I 
pick you out? Because it’s easy. 
You’re going nowhere with your 
life, you’re weak. You’re some fat 
tub of lard with a girlfriend who’d 
rather suck someone else's dick, a 
shit car and a dead end job. And I 
think that it’s fucking pathetic. 

JACK takes a deep breath to calm himself. 
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CECIL (CONT’D)
I’m working the same dead end job I 
know, but I’m the manager, I’m not 
some low end pond scum shelf 
stacker like you. I’m earning 
money, I’ve gone places. I rose 
through the ranks. You’re just 
floating dead in the water

JACK takes some more breaths. Then decides this is it. CECIL 
stares him down, notices his fists gripping, waiting for JACK 
to throw his first punch.

CECIL (CONT’D)
Go on then, been waiting a long 
time for this

JACK grips his fists still, breathing heavy. The tension 
rises. CECIL continues to stare him down. Gleeful and 
smiling.

JACK sighs and drops his fists down. Giving up on fighting. 

CECIL (CONT’D)
Fucking typical. You fucking gob-
shite. You’re an actual waste of 
space...

JACK listens to his words, hurt, angry and ashamed. He slumps 
onto the floor. CECIL walks off laughing. 

CECIL (CONT’D)
I’m popping out for a fag. You 
better be working when I come back.

JACK sits on the floor, crying slightly. CECIL walks out. 
JACK sniffles. He takes a deep breath. Dries his eyes. He 
takes a few more deep breathes. He looks at the stanley knife 
on the floor next to him. He grabs it and stands up looking 
at it. He pockets it. Takes another breathe. Determined. He 
looks towards the exit and storms out. 

EXT. CAR PARK, DIY4U - NIGHT

CECIL is stood in the car park. The thug from the petrol 
station that got away and two other men are stood there with 
him. They’re tough looking gangster types, Irish mobsters. 
Inspired by Goodfellas and the Italian films. In the centre 
of them is Iannucci. A middle-aged Irishman whose watched the 
Godfather trilogy one too many times. He talks in an Italian 
accent, a terrible one, faintly trying to hide his Irish 
accent.

IANNUCCI
So, I figured because we’re both 
adults here. That I would come down 
and talk to you in person.
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CECIL
I can get you the money, honest

IANNUCCI
I know you can, you’re not like 
David. David was a shit-head

CECIL nods, terror in his eyes. This is the first time he’s 
been scared in his life 

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
You know me, you know my family. 
I’ve helped finance your endeavors, 
but that’s not just a helpful 
handout. I need to be compensated. 
I don’t like to put the fear of God 
in you. I don’t like to do that to 
anyone. That’s why I just had David 
straight up killed. That kid I 
can’t talk to, you, I can

CECIL
I understand, I appreciate this. I 
really d...

JACK storms out and interrupts CECIL

JACK
Oi, dick face.

He walks straight up to CECIL and sizes up to him.

IANNUCCI
Whose the fungula?

JACK looks at IANNUCCI

JACK
Whose the leprechaun?

CECIL stares at JACK, signalling for him to back off.

JACK (CONT’D)
What wrong, you scared?

CECIL
Jack...go away...

JACK gestures with his head to say no as he strides towards 
CECIL and swings at him. He punches CECIL in the face. 
IANNUCCI and his crew back up and CECIL and JACK trade blows. 
CECIL takes JACK down to the ground. Punching him in the 
stomach. JACK swings at him a couple of times, hitting him in 
the side. IANNUCCI and his crew watch before he chimes in.

IANNUCCI
Stop them
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His two thugs pull CECIL off of JACK, who is lying on the 
floor, bruised and bloody, both are. JACK drops his arms on 
the floor above him. Exhausted. CECIL is let go of once he’s 
back on his feet. He holds his hand on his side. Exhausted, 
like he’s got a stitch from running.

CECIL
Sorry, he’s going through some 
things. Anyway, I can pay you back, 
soon as. Deal?

CECIL reaches his hand out to IANNUCCI who nods and shakes 
it. They separate their grip. IANNUCCI looks at his hand 
covered in blood. He looks at CECIL, CECIL glances at 
IANNUCCI’s hand then back at his own. It too is covered in 
blood. CECIL looks at his side, there’s a puncture wound. 
They both turn to look at JACK. He opens his hand to reveal 
the stanley knife. CECIL stares at him. He lifts his shirt, 
there’s several wounds, blood draining fast. CECIL lifts his 
head to look at JACK.

CECIL (CONT’D)
You little fucking shit.

His voice deteriorates towards the end of the sentence. CECIL 
collapses to the ground suddenly. IANNUCCI watches. He shakes 
his head in disappointment

IANNUCCI
Fotti tua madre

IANNUCCI’s thugs stares at one another unsure what he means. 
IANNUCCI himself turns to JACK

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
You know what you’ve just done?

JACK
...ki...killed him?...

IANNUCCI
Well yeah that. You’ve also lost me 
£500,000. You dick

JACK breathes heavy, nervous. IANNUCCI’s crew step forward 
slightly, almost in an attack foundation. The thug from the 
store steps forward the furthest and pulls his gun.

THUG
I know this guy, he was in the shop 
when we killed David.

They all stare JACK down, the THUG points his gun at JACK’s 
head. Suddenly a pin drops. Or more like a key. A set of 
keys.
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Everyone turns to the side to see TOM stood there. In silence 
getting out of his car. He’s dropped his keys in shock at 
what he’s just witnessed. 

TOM
I...forgot my...coat

The other two thugs step forward and walk toward him

TOM (CONT’D)
I should go

The two thugs grab him and drag him over to where IANNUCCI is 
stood. JACK sits up, TOM is thrown to the ground next to him. 
The store THUG alternates his gun point at the both of them 
periodically.

IANNUCCI
This one, who is he?

JACK
He’s the security guy, checks the 
cameras

JACK points upwards at the camera watching them. Everyone 
follows his finger. TOM starts to panic, he decides to 
bargain for his life

TOM
I can turn it off, delete the 
footage. Please, just don’t hurt me

IANNUCCI takes a second to sigh, he decides to drag out the 
tension, letting the silence build. 

IANNUCCI
Take him to the security room. He 
pulls anything shoot him

The thugs nod and grab TOM, one on each arm and drag him in 
to the store. 

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
You

JACK looks up at IANNUCCI

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
You need to get me the £500,000 
this prick...

He kicks CECIL’s dead body

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
...owes me

JACK nods. Nervous
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JACK
Where is it?

IANNUCCI
How should I know? Check anywhere, 
his house, his lock up. You have a 
week to do it

JACK
What about Tom?

IANNUCCI
He’ll be fine, so long as both of 
you play your parts

JACK nods nervously, he stands up.

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
One more thing

JACK gulps, IANNUCCI points at CECIL’s corpse

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
 Hide his body

JACK looks at IANNUCCI, scared

JACK
Where the hell am I meant to hide 
him?

IANNUCCI
You figure that out. Hide his body, 
nowhere suspicious, nowhere 
incriminating. This can’t be traced 
back to you and it sure as hell can 
never be traced back to me. Make it 
look like he skipped town or 
whatever. Improvise. You seem like 
a smart enough guy.

JACK nods, scared still, nervous.

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
So checklist:
Hide him
Get my money. 
One week. 
Fuck up and I fuck you up. 
Understood?

JACK hesitates. He gulps. Then nods. The fear in his eyes, 
he’s becoming overwhelmed by this

IANNUCCI (CONT’D)
Good. Now get the fuck to work. 
You’re mine now. So don’t be a 
dick.
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IANNUCCI walks into the store. JACK stands in silence in the 
car park. Breathing heavy. CECIL’s blood on his shirt and 
hands. He looks around him. CECIL’s dead body on the floor in 
front of him. He breathes harder. Almost reaching a panic 
attack. The sound drowns out around him. He grips his face 
with his hand in exacerbation and shock. Wiping Cecil’s blood 
on his chin

Suddenly a noise. His phone. JACK slowly pulls his phone of 
his pocket. The screen reflects his face, with blood on it. 
He looks past his reflection and at the caller ID. ANNA is 
finally calling him back. He takes a deep breathe and stares 
into the distance, spaced out, unsure whether to take the 
call.

FADE OUT.

END OF SHOW
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